A directed acyclic hypergraph is a generalized concept of a directed acyclic graph, where each hyperedge can contain an arbitrary number of tails and heads. Directed hypergraphs can be used to model data flow and execution dependencies in streaming applications. Thus, hypergraph partitioning algorithms can be used to obtain efficient parallelizations for multiprocessor architectures. However, an acyclicity constraint on the partition is necessary when mapping streaming applications to embedded multiprocessors due to resource restrictions on this type of hardware. The acyclic hypergraph partitioning problem is to partition the hypernodes of a directed acyclic hypergraph into a given number of blocks of roughly equal size such that the corresponding quotient graph is acyclic while minimizing an objective function on the partition.
PRACTICAL MOTIVATION
This research is inspired by computer vision and imaging applications which typically have a high demand for computational power. Quite often, these applications run on embedded devices that have limited compute resources and also a tight thermal budget. This requires the use of specialized hardware and a programming model that allows to fully utilize the compute resources for streaming applications. Directed hypergraphs can be used to model data flow and execution dependencies in streaming applications. Thus, hypergraph partitioning algorithms can be used to obtain efficient parallelizations for multiprocessor architectures. However, when mapping streaming applications to embedded multiprocessors, memory-size restrictions on this type of hardware require the partitioning to be acyclic. The problem is NP-complete [47] , and Partially supported by DFG grants DFG SA 933/11-1 and SCHU 2567/ 1-2. there is no constant factor approximation [47] . Hence, heuristic algorithms are used in practice. Very recently, several multilevel and memetic algorithms have been proposed for directed acyclic graphs [29, 47, 48] .
Here, we generalize the partitioning problem to directed acyclic hypergraphs. This enables us to use more realistic objective functions. To be more precise, a directed acyclic hypergraph is a generalized concept of a directed acyclic graph, where each hyperedge can contain an arbitrary number of tails and heads. Our focus is on acyclic hypergraphs where hyperedges can have one head and arbitrary many tails -however the algorithms can be easily extended to the more general case. Hypergraphs, as opposed to regular graphs, allow application developers to model dataflow of data streams with multiple producers/consumers more precisely. The acyclic hypergraph partitioning problem is to partition the hypernodes of a directed acyclic hypergraph into a given number of blocks of roughly equal size such that the corresponding quotient graph is acyclic while minimizing an objective function on the partition. As quality of this partitioning has a strong impact on performance and partitions often only have to be computed once to be used many times, our focus in this work is on solution quality. A highly successful heuristic to partition large undirected hypergraphs is the multilevel approach [17] . Here, the hypergraph is recursively contracted to obtain smaller hypergraphs which should reflect the same basic structure as the input. After applying an initial partitioning algorithm to the smallest hypergraph, contraction is undone and, at each level, a local search method is used to improve the partitioning induced by the coarser level. The intuition behind this approach is that a good partition at one level of the hierarchy will also be a good partition on the next finer level. Hence, local search algorithms are able explore local solution spaces very effectively. However, local search algorithms often get stuck in local optima [40] . The multilevel paradigm helps to some extent, since local search has a more global view on the problem on the coarse levels and a very fine-grained view on the fine levels of the multilevel hierarchy.
While multiple independent repetitions of the multilevel algorithm can help to improve the result, even a large number of repeated executions can only scratch the surface of the huge space of possible partitionings. In order to explore the global solution space extensively we need more sophisticated metaheuristics. This is where memetic algorithms (MAs), i.e. , genetic algorithms combined with local search [41] , come into play. Memetic algorithms cut net if λ(e) > 1.
The generalized version of undirected hypergraphs are directed hypergraphs. A directed hypergraph is an undirected hypergraph where each hyperedge e ∈ E is divided into a set of tails e T ⊆ e and heads e H ⊆ e that fulfill e T ∪ e H = e and e T ∩ e H = ∅. In a directed hypergraph, a cycle C of length k is a sequence of hypernodes C = (v 1 , . . . , v k , v k +1 = v 1 ) such that for every i = 1, . . . , k, there exists some hyperedge e ∈ E with v i ∈ e T and v i+1 ∈ e H . Furthermore, we require that v i v j for i j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k. Each hypernode has predecessors Γ − (u) {v | v ∈ e T , u ∈ e H for some e ∈ E} and successors Γ + (u) {v | u ∈ e T , v ∈ e H for some e ∈ E}. We refer to directed hypergraphs that do not contain any cycles as directed acyclic hypergraphs (DAHs). The quotient graph for a partitioned directed acyclic hypergraph H contains a node v i for each block V i and an edge (v i , v j ) if H contains a hyperedge e with tail pins in V i and head pins in V j , i.e., e T ∩ V i ∅ and e H ∩ V j ∅.
Let H = (V , E) be a DAH. The toplevel of a node v ∈ V , denoted by top [v] , is the length of the longest path from any node with indegree zero in H to v. In particular, nodes s with indegree zero have toplevel top[s] = 0. Let C = {C 1 , . . . , C k } be a clustering of V such that for each C i ∈ C and for all u, v ∈ C i , |top[u]−top[v]| ≤ 1. We refer to clusters C i where all u, v ∈ C i have top[u] = top[v] as single-level clusters and to clusters C j that contain at least one pair of nodes u, v ∈ C j with |top[u]−top[v]| = 1 as mixed-level clusters.
The k-way hypergraph partitioning problem is to find an ε-balanced k-way partition Π of a hypergraph H that minimizes an objective function over the cut nets for some ε. The most commonly used cost functions are the cut-net metric cut(Π) := e ∈E ′ ω(e) and the connectivity metric (λ − 1)(Π) := e ∈E ′ (λ(e) − 1) ω(e), where E ′ is the set of all cut nets [22, 26] . Optimizing either of both objective functions is known to be NP-hard [45] . In this paper, we use the connectivity-metric (λ − 1)(Π). The hypergraph partitioning problem for directed acyclic hypergraphs is the same as before, but with the further restriction that the resulting quotient graph must also be acyclic. 
Related Work
Overview. Driven by applications in VLSI design and scientific computing, hypergraph partitioning (HGP) has evolved into a broad research area since the 1960s. We refer to existing literature [7, 17, 52, 65, 68] for an extensive overview. In the following, we focus on issues closely related to the contributions of our paper. Wellknown multilevel HGP software packages with certain distinguishing characteristics include PaToH [18] (originating from scientific computing), hMetis [38, 40] (originating from VLSI design), KaHy-Par [3, 30, 32, 63] (general purpose, n-level), Mondriaan [72] (sparse matrix partitioning), MLPart [6] (circuit partitioning), Zoltan [23] , Parkway [69] , and SHP [36] (distributed), UMPa [71] (directed hypergraph model, multi-objective), and kPaToH (multiple constraints, fixed vertices) [12] . Parallel algorithms for the graph partitioning [4, 39, 44, 46, 64, 66] and hypergraph partitioning problem [24, 70] are also available.
Evolutionary Partitioning/Clustering. Memetic algorithms (MAs) were introduced by Moscato [49] and formalized by Radcliffe and Surry [55] as an extension to the concept of genetic algorithms (GAs) [33] . While GAs effectively explore the global solution space, MAs additionally allow for exploitation of the local solution space by incorporating local search methods into the genetic framework. We refer to the work of Moscato and Cotta [50] for an introduction. There is a wide range of evolutionary/memetic algorithms for the undirected hypergraph partitioning problem [9-11, 16, 27, 34, 35, 42, 43, 56, 57] . Recently, an memetic multilevel algorithm for undirected hypergraph partitioning has been proposed [8] . The authors adapt a multilevel framework to provide combine operations and contribute new effective mutation operations that provide a large amount of diversity. Note that except Ref. [8] , none of the above algorithms makes use of the multilevel paradigm.
We refer to the survey of Kim et al. [41] for an overview and more material on genetic approaches for graph partitioning. Soper et al. [67] present the first algorithm that combined an evolutionary algorithm within a multilevel graph partitioner. Here, crossover and mutation operators compute edge biases based on the input individuals. A similar approach based on perturbations of edge weights has been used by Delling et al. [21] . Benlic et al. [13] propose a multilevel MA for balanced graph partitioning. PROBE [19] is a meta-heuristic which can be viewed as a genetic algorithm without selection. It outperforms other metaheuristics, but it is restricted to the case k = 2 and ε = 0. KaHIP [59] contains KaFFPaE [58] , which has a general recombine operator framework based on a multilevel algorithm.
Recently, multilevel algorithms for DAG partitioning have been proposed [29, 47, 48] . In Ref. [47] , a memetic algorithm with natural combine operations provided by a multilevel framework for the DAG partitioning problem can be found. Here, the objective of the evolutionary algorithm is also modified to serve a specific objective function that is needed in a real-world imaging application. Similar multilevel recombination operations have shown to be highly effective in graph clustering [14] , for the node separator problem [60, 61] , and in territory design [2] .
To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no multilevel or memetic algorithm for directed hypergraph partitioning.
Hypergraph Partitioning using KaHyPar
Since our algorithms are build on top of the KaHyPar framework, we briefly review its core components. While traditional multilevel HGP algorithms contract matchings or clusterings and therefore work with a coarsening hierarchy of O(log n) levels, KaHyPar instantiates the multilevel paradigm in the extreme n-level version, removing only a single vertex between two levels. Furthermore, it incorporates global information about the structure of the hypergraph into the coarsening process by using community detection in a preprocessing step and preventing inter-community contractions during coarsening. Vertex pairs (u, v) to be contracted are determined using the heavy-edge rating function r (u, v) := e ∈E ′ ω(e)/(|e | −1), where E ′ := {I(u) ∩ I(v)}. The coarsening process stops as soon as the number of vertices drops below a certain threshold or no more contractions are possible.
After coarsening, a portfolio of simple algorithms is used to create an initial partition of the coarsest hypergraph. During uncoarsening, strong localized local search heuristics based on the FM algorithm [28, 57] are used to refine the solution by moving vertices to other blocks in the order of improvements in the optimization objective. The framework provides a recursive bipartitioning algorithm [63] as well as a direct k-way partitioning algorithm [3] . Recently, KaHyPar was extended with a refinement algorithm based on maximum-flow computations [30] . Unless mentioned otherwise, we use the default configurations provided by the authors. 1 
MULTILEVEL MEMETIC DAH PARTITIONING
We now explain our core contribution and present the first algorithm for the problem of computing acyclic partitions of directed acyclic hypergraphs with all its components. Section 3.1 gives a brief outline of the entire algorithm. Techniques to compute initial partitions are presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 then describes the coarsening process and Section 3.4 discusses refinement techniques. Afterwards, we briefly outline the memetic algorithm in Section 3.5.
1 https://github.com/SebastianSchlag/kahypar/tree/master/config
Overview
Our hypergraph partitioner with acyclicity constraints is based on KaHyPar. To cope with the acyclicity constraint, we extend the scope of KaHyPar to include directed hypergraphs and implement new algorithms for coarsening, initial partitioning, and refinement of directed hypergraphs and acyclic partitions. Similar to previous work on DAG partitioning [29, 47, 48] , we first compute an initial solution for the DAH by moving the initial partitioning phase before the coarsening phase. This initial solution is then used during coarsening to prevent contractions that would lead to cycles in the quotient graph. This is done by only selecting pairs of vertices for contraction that were placed in the same block in the initial partition. Once the coarsening algorithm terminates, the contraction operations are undone in reverse order during the uncoarsening phase. After each uncontraction operation, we use a localized refinement algorithm to improve the current solution. Note that in contrast to the prominent multilevel partitioning scheme that has roughly O(log n) levels, the refinement algorithm is employed after every single uncontraction operation.
To compute a k-way partition, our algorithm performs recursive bipartitioning. We first compute a balanced bipartition of the input DAH by computing an initial acyclic bipartition, which is then coarsened and refined using the techniques described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. Afterwards, we build an induced acyclic subhypergraph for each block and recursively bipartition the blocks until the desired number of blocks is reached.
Initial Partitioning
This section describes our approaches for obtaining an initial partition of the directed acyclic hypergraph. Each algorithm starts with an unpartitioned directed acyclic hypergraph H = (V , E) and produces a partition of V into blocks V 1 , . . . , V k for a fixed number of blocks k.
Initial Partitioning via Topological Ordering. For the DAG partitioning problem, Moreira et. al. [47, 48] compute their initial partition based on a topological ordering of the graph. We implement the same approach for directed acyclic hypergraphs to obtain an initial k-way partition. First, we calculate a topological ordering of the nodes of the hypergraph using Kahn's algorithm [37] adapted for directed hypergraphs, i.e., we repeatedly order and remove vertices from the hypergraph with indegree zero. Iterating over the topological ordering, our algorithm greedily assigns vertices to a block until it is full, i.e., its weight reaches ⌈ c(V ) k ⌉. The algorithm then moves on to the next block. Note that this approach always produces a balanced initial partition for hypergraphs with unit node weights. For weighted hypergraphs, it might produce an initial partition violating the balance constraint due to the greedy assignment of nodes to blocks. In this case, the refinement step must balance the partition.
Initial Partitioning via Undirected Partitioning. This algorithm is based on the initial partitioning for the DAG partitioning algorithm presented by Herrmann et. al. [29] .
Algorithm 1 gives an overview over our approach for partitioning a directed hypergraph into k = 2 blocks. Given the DAH, we first obtain a bipartition of the undirected version of the hypergraph, Algorithm 1: Initial partitioning algorithms that makes use of a preexisting hypergraph partitioner HG(·, ·) for undirected hypergraphs.
which is then projected onto the original DAH. Since ignoring directions and dropping the acyclicity constraint may lead to a bipartition that contains cycles, we run an algorithm that fixes the partition (Algorithm 2) and afterwards try to improve the balance of the now acyclic solution. This in done twice, once removing the quotient graph edge from V 1 to V 2 and once removing the reverse edge. We then repeat the process but move predecessors instead of successors in Algorithm 2. Finally, we select the bipartition with the lowest connectivity as solution.
The DAH is turned into an undirected hypergraph by merging the tails and heads of each hyperedge. This hypergraph is then used as input for a standard hypergraph partitioner that minimizes the connectivity objective. In our experiments, we use KaHyPar-MF [31] and PaToH [18] for this task, since KaHyPar-MF regularly finds partitions with the lowest connectivity objective out of all hypergraph partitioners, while PaToH is the fastest partitioner. 2 If the computed bipartition violates the acyclicity constraint after projecting it onto the original DAH, we use Algorithm 2 to make it acyclic. Roughly speaking, we select one edge in the quotient graph that we want to remove and move hypernodes from one block to the other one accordingly. To be more precise, denote the two blocks by V 1 and V 2 and assume that we want to remove the quotient graph edge from V 1 to V 2 . We start a breath-first search at every hypernode in V 1 that has successors in V 2 . The search only scans successors in V 2 and moves every node from V 2 to V 1 . Once the search has completed, no hypernode in V 1 has successors in V 2 and therefore the quotient graph edge from V 1 to V 2 is removed.
The resulting acyclic partition might become imbalanced due to the movements from one block to the other one. To cope with this problem, we run an additional balancing step afterwards. This step simply moves hypernodes from the overloaded block to the underloaded block. Note that we cannot move arbitrary hypernodes while keeping the bipartition acyclic. If we have an acyclic bipartition with blocks V 1 and V 2 , and a quotient graph edge from V 1 to V 2 , we can only moves hypernodes in V 1 that have no successors in V 1 . In an effort the keep the connectivity of the bipartition low, we sort the movable hypernodes in the overloaded block by their 2 In case of KaHyPar, we use the strongest configuration (i.e., km1_direct_kway_sea18.ini). In case of PaToH, we use the default configuration. Algorithm 2: Subroutine FixCyclic(·) referenced in Algorithm 1: moves nodes to make a bipartition acyclic.
gain value, i.e., the reduction in the objective function if the node is moved, using a priority queue.
Acyclic Coarsening
Having computed an initial partition via one of the two techniques described in the previous section, we proceed to the acyclic coarsening phase. By restricting contractions to pairs of vertices that are in the same block, we prevent the quotient graph from becoming cyclic. However, contractions within a block may still lead to cycles within the directed hypergraph. Our approach therefore restricts the coarsening algorithm in KaHyPar to pairs of hypernodes that can be safely contracted while keeping the hypergraph acyclic. First, we compute a clustering in the DAH. This clustering can be safely contracted, i.e., the coarser directed hypergraph will not contain a cycle. After we have computed the clustering, we perform cluster contraction by iteratively contracting pairs of hypernodes that are inside the same cluster (yielding an n-level algorithm). When working with hypergraphs where each hyperedge contains at most one head pin, we allow the algorithm to contract pairs of hypernodes where one hypernode is a head and the other one is a tail in the same hyperedge. In this case, the contracted hypernode becomes a head in the hyperedge. For hypergraphs that contain hyperedges with multiple heads, we restrict the hypernode pairs to such where both hypernodes have the same role in all shared hyperedges. Our algorithm to compute clusterings is based on Theorem 3.2, which identifies pairs of hypernodes that should not be in the same cluster. We start by restating Theorem 4.2 of Herrmann et al. [29] in Theorem 3.1, which identifies forbidden edges in DAGs (edges that if contracted may create a cycle). We extend this to DAHs in Theorem 3.2.
• for two different clusters C i and C j , and for all u
then the coarser graph that results from simultaneously contracting all clusters is acyclic. 
• for two different mixed-level clusters C i and C j , and for all
then the coarser DAH that results from simultaneously contracting all clusters is acyclic.
Proof. First, note that given a directed hypergraph H , one can construct a directed graph G that is equivalent to the hypergraph in regards to the acyclicity constraint by replacing each hyperedge e by a bipartite graph from e T to e H . G is acyclic if and only if H is acyclic and an acyclic partition of G is also an acyclic partition of H and vice-versa. Assume that the coarser hypergraph contains a cycle. With the equivalence above and Theorem 3.1, the cycle must contain at least one single-level cluster C i . Moreover, since the nodes of C i have the same toplevel, the cycle must have length at least 2. Let C i−1 be the predecessor and C i+1 be the successor of C i in the cycle. Let t be the lowest toplevel of nodes in C i−1 . Then, the toplevel of nodes in C i and C i+1 is at least t + 1, which forbids a path from C i+1 to C i−1 , a contradiction.
□ Note that the difference between Theorem 3.1 (Theorem 4.2 [29] ) and Theorem 3.2 lies in the distinction between single-level and mixed-level clusters: the second condition must only hold for pairs of mixed-level clusters. Since adjacent nodes in DAGs always have different toplevels, the clustering algorithm by Herrmann et. al. [29] only produces mixed-level clusters. In contrast, DAHs might contain adjacent hypernodes with the same toplevel, justifying this distinction.
Based on this theorem, our clustering algorithm works as follows. At first, all hypernodes are in their own singleton cluster. For each hypernode u that is still in a singleton cluster, we rate each neighbor using the heavy-edge rating function already implemented in KaHyPar. We select the highest-rated neighbor v whose cluster can include u without violating the first condition from Theorem 3.2. If all hypernodes in v's cluster have the same toplevel as u, we know that we can safely add u to v's cluster without inducing a cycle in the coarser hypergraph. Otherwise, we temporarily add u to v's cluster, search the hypergraph for edges violating the second condition in Theorem 3.2, and then check whether they induce a cycle in the contracted hypergraph. To be more precise, let the toplevel of hypernodes in v's cluster be t and t + 1. We maintain a queue of hypernodes that are to be processed. Initially, the queue contains all hypernodes in v's cluster with toplevel t. For each hypernode x in the queue, we examine its successors. If we find a successor y is in another cluster, we add all hypernodes from y's cluster with toplevel t to the queue. If y is in v's cluster, but x is not, the search found a cycle in the coarsened DAH. At this point, we abort the search, remove u from v's cluster and move on to the next hypernode. If the search does not find a cycle, we leave u in v's cluster and move on.
After one round of clustering, we contract all hypernodes inside the same cluster pair by pair and start the next round of the algorithm on the resulting hypergraph. This process is repeated until the algorithm can no longer find any non-singleton clusters or the number of hypernodes drops below 160k. The second condition is the same stopping criteria used in [62] .
Acyclic Refinement
During uncoarsening, contraction operations are undone and after each uncontraction, we execute a localized refinement algorithm to improve the solution. As our algorithm recursively bipartitions the input hypergraph, we use a 2-way local search algorithm that improves the objective function by exchanging nodes between two blocks. The memetic algorithm discussed in the next sections additionally employs a k-way local search algorithm to improve individuals. In the following, we define the gain of a node move as its resulting reduction in the objective function.
2-way FM Refinement. In the 2-way setting, we use a variation of the well-known FM algorithm [28] to improve the partition. This algorithm moves hypernodes with the highest gain between the two blocks, while making sure to only consider movements that keep the partition acyclic. Over the course of the algorithm, it keeps track of the best bipartition. Once a stopping criterion decides that the refinement is unlikely to find a further improvement of the bipartition, it rolls back to the best partition found.
More precisely, the algorithm uses two priority queues (one for each block) to keep track of hypernodes and their gains. Each priority queue contains movable hypernodes in the corresponding block and their respective gain. A hypernode is movable if and only if the move does not violate the balance constraint and if it can be moved to the other block without causing the partition to become cyclic. During 2-way refinement, this is easy to decide: Let V 1 and V 2 denote the blocks of the bipartition and assume that V 2 is the successor of V 1 in the quotient graph. Then, a hypernode in V 1 can be moved to V 2 if and only if it does not have any successors in V 1 . Analogously, a hypernode in V 2 can be moved to V 1 if and only if it does not have any predecessors in V 2 . Therefore, it is sufficient to keep track of the number of successors or predecessors that a hypernode has in the same block. We implement this using a simple array that we compute once at the start of the uncoarsening phase and then update appropriately after every uncontraction or vertex movement. In particular, we can use this counter to decide whether new hypernodes become movable (counter becomes zero) or unmovable (counter becomes nonzero) after a move. We then insert/remove those hypernodes into/from the appropriate priority queue.
Initially, both priority queues are empty. After uncontracting a hypernode, the resulting hypernodes and their partners are inserted into the priority queues if they are movable. If no vertex is movable, the refinement step is skipped and the next hypernode is uncontracted. Otherwise, the algorithm pulls the hypernode with the highest gain value from the priority queue and marks it as visited. Visited hypernodes are excluded from the remainder of the pass. If the move does not violate the balance and acyclicity constraints, it is then moved to the opposite block. Afterwards, all unmarked movable neighbors of the moved vertex are inserted into their corresponding priority queue and the gain values of all affected hypernodes are updated.
This process continues until the stopping criterion decides that further improvements are unlikely or both priority queues become empty. The algorithm then reverts to the best partition found. We use the same stopping criterion as Ref. [3] : on each level, our algorithm performs at least β := log n steps after an improvement has been found and continues as long as µ > 0. Here, µ is the expected value of random variables that model the gain values in each step as identically distributed, independent random variables. This value is obtained from the previously observed p steps. If µ is still 0 after β steps, local search is stopped. Note that this prevents the algorithm from doing too many zero-gain moves. Otherwise (i.e., if µ 0), we check if p > σ 2 /4µ 2 and stop in this case -here σ 2 is the empirically observed variance from the previous p steps. This stopping rule is a slight adaptation of the approach used in Ref. [51] for graph partitioning. The authors show that local search is unlikely to find further improvements if the inequality holds.
k-way FM Refinement. The k-way FM refinement aims to improve a given k-way partition and is based on the k-way FM refinement algorithm implemented in KaHyPar [62] . The algorithm maintains k PQs, one queue for each block. Each queue holds hypernodes that can be moved to the block, with the priority being the gain value of the respective move. We limit the set of movable hypernodes to border hypernodes and only consider moving a hypernode to adjacent blocks. The algorithm always performs the best move across all PQs and after the stopping criterion (as above) is reached, the best found partition during the process is restored. In terms of neighborhood, we implement the global moves neighborhood from Moreira et al. [47] (with a natural extension to DAHs). This neighborhood was among the best in their experiments and also had the largest local search neighborhood among all neighborhoods considered in the paper. Starting from a given partition of the DAH, the algorithm computes the quotient graph. While the local search algorithm moves nodes between the blocks, the quotient graph is kept up-to-date. After moving a node, we check whether this move created a new edge in the quotient graph. In this case, we check it for acyclicity using Kahn's algorithm [37] and undo the last movement if it created a cycle.
Memetic DAH Partitioning
Multilevel algorithms can be extended in a natural way to obtain memetic algorithms [2, 14, 58, 60, 61] . Schlag et al. [8] propose a multilevel memetic algorithm for the undirected hypergraph partitioning problem. We adapt this algorithm for directed hypergraph partitioning by exchanging the algorithms used in the recombination and mutation operators for undirected hypergraphs with the multilevel algorithms for the DAH partitioning problem described above. From a meta-optimization perspective, the overall structure of the algorithm by Schlag et al. [8] remains unchanged. Hence, we follow their description closely. For the sake of completeness, we now present the overall structure of the algorithm and explain the recombination and mutation operations.
Given a hypergraph H and a time limit t, the algorithm starts by creating an initial population of P individuals, which correspond to ε-balanced k-way partitions of H . This is done by running our DAH partitioning algorithm multiple times with different random seeds. Note that all individuals in the population fulfill the acyclicity constraint due to the way they are created. The size of the population |P | is determined adaptively by first measuring the time t I spent to create one individual. Then, the population size is chosen such that the time to create |P | individuals is a certain fraction δ of the total running time budget t: |P | := max(3, min(50, δ · (t/t I ))), where δ is a tuning parameter. This is the same as Schlag et al. [8] used in their work. The fitness of an individual is the objective function that we optimize: the connectivity (λ − 1)(Π) of its partition Π. Note that if the input is a DAG instead of a DAH, then the fitness function is identical to the edge cut. Our algorithm follows the steady-state paradigm [20] , i.e., only one offspring is created per generation. To generate a new offspring, we use the multilevel recombination operator described below. In order to sufficiently explore the global search space and to prevent premature convergence, we employ multilevel mutation operations.
The recombination and mutation operators always create one new offspring o which has to be reinserted into the population. In order to keep the population diverse, we evict the individual most similar to the offspring among all individuals whose fitness is equal to or worse than o. For each individual, we compute the multi-set D := {(e, m(e)) : e ∈ E}, where m(e) := λ(e) − 1 is the multiplicity (i.e. number of occurrences) of e. Thus each cut net e is represented λ(e) − 1 times in D. The difference of two individuals I 1 and I 2 is then computed as d(I 1 ,
Recombination Operators
By generalizing the recombination operator framework of Schlag et al. [8] from undirected hypergraphs to directed hypergraphs, the two-point recombine operator described in this section assures that the fitness of the offspring is at least as good as the best of both parents.
Two-Point Recombine. The operator starts with selecting parents for recombination using binary tournament selection (without replacement) [15] w.r.t. the (λ −1) objective. A tournament size of two is chosen to keep the selection pressure low and to avoid premature convergence, since all individuals already constitute high-quality solutions. Both individuals/partitions are then used as input of a modified multilevel scheme as follows:
During coarsening, two vertices u and v are only allowed to be contracted if both parents agree on the block assignment of both
Originally, this is a generalization from multilevel memetic GP, i.e. [58] , where edges running between two blocks are not eligible for contraction and therefore remain in the graph. In other words, the generalization allows two vertices of the same cut net to be contracted as long as the input individuals agree that they belong to the same block. For directed HGP, this restriction ensures that cut nets e remain in the coarsened hypergraph and maintain their connectivity λ(e) regarding both partitions. This modification is important for the optimization objective, because it allows us to use the partition of the better parent as initial partition of the offspring. The stopping criterion during coarsening is changed such that it stops when no more contractions are possible. During uncoarsening, local search algorithms can then use this initial partitioning to (i) exchange good parts of the solution on the coarse levels by moving few vertices and (ii) to find the best block assignment for those vertices, for which the parent partitions disagreed. Since our local search algorithms guarantee non-decreasing solution quality, the final fitness of offspring solutions generated using this kind of recombination is always at least as good as the better of both parents.
Mutation Operations and Diversification
Our mutation operators are based on V-cycles [73] . The V-cycle technique reuses an already computed partition, e.g. from a random individual I of the population, as input for the multilevel approach and iterates coarsening and local search phases several times using different seeds for randomization. During coarsening, the quality of the solution is maintained by only contracting vertex pairs (u, v) belonging to the same block (b[u] = b[v]). We define two different mutation operators: one uses the current partition of the individual as initial partition of the coarsest hypergraph and guarantees non-decreasing solution quality. The other one first generates a new partition using the multilevel scheme and then takes a random individual of the population and recombines it with the just created individual. During initial partitioning the newly created parent partition is used as initial partition. In both cases during uncoarsening, k-way local search algorithms improve the solution quality and thereby further mutate the individual. Since the second operator computes uses a new initial partition which might be different from the original partition of I , the fitness of offspring generated by this operator can be worse than the fitness of I .
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
System and Methodology. We implemented the multilevel and the memetic algorithm described in the previous section within the KaHyPar hypergraph partitioning framework. The code is written in C++ and compiled using g++-5.2 with flags -O3 -march=native. We plan to release the code. All experiments are performed on one core of a machine that has two Intel Xeon E5-2670 Octa-Core (Sandy Bridge) processors clocked at 2.6 GHz, 64 GB main memory, 20 MB L3-Cache and 8x256 KB L2-Cache.
Our experiments are structured as follows: as DAGs are special type of DAHs, we start this section by comparing our algorithm with the state-of-the-art for DAG partitioning by Herrmann et al. [29] (HOUKC -abbreviations of the author's last names) and Moreira et al. [48] . We then show how our algorithms perform against other competing DAH partitioning approaches. Lastly, we perform experiments on a target platform and show that using DAH partitioning instead of DAG partitioning yields improved performance in practice.
We use mlDHGP to refer to our multilevel algorithm and memDHGP for our memetic algorithm. For partitioning, we use ϵ = 0.03 as imbalance factor and k ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32} for the number of blocks, since those are the values used in previous work by Herrmann et al. [29] . As stated before, we use two undirected hypergraph partitioning algorithms (KaHyPar and PaToH) to compute initial partitions, and always state which algorithm we are currently using.
Performance Profiles. In order to compare the solution quality of different algorithms, we use performance profiles [25] . These plots relate the smallest minimum connectivity of all algorithms to the corresponding connectivity produced by each algorithm. More precisely, the y-axis shows #{objective ≤ τ * best}/#instances, where objective corresponds to the result of an algorithm on an instance and best refers to the best result of any algorithm. The parameter τ in this equation is plotted on the x-axis. For each algorithms, this yields a non-decreasing, piecewise constant function. Thus, if we are interested in the number of instances where an algorithm is the best, we only need to look at τ = 0.
Benchmark Instances. Experiments are performed using benchmark instances from the Polyhedral Benchmark suite (PolyBench) [54] and the ISPD98 VLSI Circuit Benchmark Suite [5] . The PolyBench instances were kindly provided to us by Herrmann et al. [29] as DAGs. The ISPD98 graphs are based on the respective circuits and contain one node for each cell and a directed edge from the source of a net to each of its sinks. In case the resulting instance does not form a DAG, i.e., contains cycles, we do the following: We gradually add directed edges and skip those that would create a cycle. Basic properties of the instances can be found in Table A .2 in the Appendix. To perform experiments with DAHs, we transform all graphs into hypergraphs using the row-net model. A hypergraph contains one hypernode for each node of the DAG and one hyperedge for each node u that has outgoing edges. The head of the hyperedge is u and the tails are the neighbors of u.
Acyclic DAG Partitioning
We now focus on the DAG case, i.e., we evaluate all algorithms for the case that the input is a DAG (not a DAH). Figure 1 Tables 3-6 in Appendix B give detailed per-instance results. We focus on the case in which all solvers are given 8 hours of time to compute a solution (except for adi, for which we give all solvers 24 hours) in order to make fair comparisons. The detailed data also contains average results of single algorithm executions. First, we compare different initial partitioning algorithms. Using PaToH as initial partitioning algorithm in memDHGP decreases average solution quality by 16% on the Poly-Bench instances over memDHGP+KaHyPar. Still, on some instances, it can eventually compute a better solution than memDHGP+KaHyPar. This is the case for 15 out of 115 instances. On the ISPD98 instances, there is no clear winner. The average results of memDHGP are roughly the same when using KaHyPar or PaToH as initial partitioning algorithm. Overall, as can be seen in Figure 1 (a) , KaHyPar seems to be the better choice as initial partitioning algorithm.
We now compare memDHGP+KaHyPar with HOUKC and the evolutionary algorithm of Moreira et al. [48] . Looking at the results for the PolyBench instances in Figure 1 (b) , we see that memDHGP+KaHyPar performs considerably better than both DAG partitioners -computing the best solutions for more than 82% of all instances. Furthermore, it is within a factor of 1.1 of the best algorithm in more than 95% of all instances, while HOUKC and Moreira are only within a factor of 1.1 for 51% (resp. 22%) of all instances. Considering the results presented in Tables 3-6, we note that memDHGP+KaHyPar computes 11.1% better cuts on average than the previous state-ofthe-art algorithm HOUKC on the PolyBench instances. Here, we compare the results of memDHGP+KaHyPar to the results produced by our multilevel algorithm without the memetic component when run for 8 hours of time using different random seeds to compute a partition. The experiments indicate that using a memetic strategy is more effective than repeated restarts of the algorithm. Overall, memDHGP+KaHyPar computes better cuts than mlDHGP+KaHyPar for 76% of all instances (i.e., in 155 out of 205 cases). The largest improvement over repeated trials is 10% on the PolyBench instancesobserved on instance 2mm for k = 8 -and 8% on ibm01 for k = 2.
Acyclic DAH Partitioning
We now switch to the DAHs case. For these experiments, we exclude the adi graph from the PolyBench set since it is too large to be partitioned within a reasonable timespan using our multilevel algorithm. Since HOUKC and the algorithm of Moreira et al. are not able to partition DAHs, we cannot run them or make comparisons against those algorithms. Moreover, there is no previous work on the DAH partitioning problem that we are aware of. Hence, we compare our algorithms against Kahn's algorithm that computes a topological order of the DAH, afterwards obtains two blocks by splitting along the ordering into two blocks, performs 2-way local search, and then proceeds recursively (TopoOrderPartRB). Additionally, we employ an algorithm that computes one topological ordering, directly splits the DAH into k blocks, and then uses k-way local search as described above to refine the solution (TopoOrderPartKWay). Note that these algorithms are significantly faster than our multilevel algorithm (as they have linear time complexity). These algorithms constitute our base case to compare against. Next, we use the partitions computed by both approaches as input to our multilevel algorithm (instead of using KaHyPar for initial partitioning). We denote these configurations with mlTopoOrder{PartRB|KWay}. Lastly, in order to give all algorithms a fair chance, we also run the memetic algorithms in three configurations, i.e., with the initial population being computed by the respective algorithms -these algorithms get the prefix mem. Since KaHyPar has been a good choice as initial partitioning algorithm in the DAG case, we now also use it for DAH partitioning in mlDHGP and memDHGP. Figure 1 (e) and Table 1 summarize the experiments, while Tables 7-10 give detailed per-instances results.
First, looking at Table 1 it can be seen that using recursive bisection has a significant advantage over using a direct k-way scheme. On average, TopoOrderPartRB improves quality over TopoOrderPartKWay by 9.6%. This gets even more pronounced when using these algorithms as input to our multilevel algorithm where mlTopoOrderPartRB improves partitions by 49% over mlTopoOrderKWay. We believe that this is due to the fact that because of the acyclicity constraint, the k-way search space is much more fractured than the 2-way search space.
Second, using KaHyPar as algorithm for initial partitioning in our multilevel algorithm (i.e., mlDHGP) improves the result significantly over mlTopoOrderPartRB. This is expected, since the multilevel algorithm adds a more global view to the optimization landscape. The average improvement of mlDHGP is 26% over mlTopoOrderPartRB and 128.8% over the single level TopoOrderPartRB algorithm. Switching to the memetic algorithm memDHGP improves the result over mlDHGP by another 11% on average. Using a high-quality algorithm to build the initial population has a clear advantage: Looking at Figure 1 (e) , we see that memDHGP computes the best solutions for almost 90% of all instances. Moreover, considering Table 1 , memTopoOrderPartRB and memTopoOrderPartKWay compute 23.7% and 63.1% worse solutions on average. Note that the overall improvement of memDHGP over the the simple TopoOrderPartRB algorithm is 153% on average. We conclude that (i) using recursive bisection is better than direct k-way methods, (ii) that multilevel algorithms are indeed superior to single level algorithms, (iii) that a high-quality initial solution (like the one obtained from using KaHyPar) is necessary to obtain high-quality overall in a multilevel (and memetic) algorithm, and (iv) that our memetic strategy helps to effectively explore the search space.
Impact on Imaging Application
We evaluate the impact of acyclic hypergraph partitioning on an advanced imaging algorithm, the Local Laplacian filter. The Local Laplacian filter is an edge-aware image processing filter. The algorithm uses the concepts of Gaussian pyramids and Laplacian pyramids as well as a point-wise remapping function to enhance image details without creating artifacts. A detailed description of the algorithm and theoretical background is given in [53] . We compare our acyclic hypergraph partitioner with the evolutionary multilevel acyclic DAG partitioner presented by Moreira et al. [48] . We model the dataflow of the filter both as a DAG and a DAH. The advantage of the DAH is that it more accurately models the data dependencies in the application, for example if the output of a subfunction is used by multiple other subfunctions. In both cases, nodes are annotated with the program size and an execution time estimate, and (hyper)edges with the corresponding data transfer size. The Laplacian filter is configurable. We use the parameter K to denote the number of levels that the image pyramids have and also the number of different remapping functions being used. A higher K improves the image quality of the result but also increases the size of the (hyper)graph. We use K ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}. The DAG has 752 nodes and 862 hyperedges in total in its largest configuration for K = 7. The time budget given to each heuristic is ten minutes. The makespans for each resulting schedule are obtained with a cycletrue compiled simulator of the hardware platform. Figure 2 (a) shows the makespan of the application over K using the two different partitioning heuristics. It can be seen that the hypergraph partitioner outperforms the DAG partitioner. The difference tends to increase for larger graphs, with the makespan for the largest filter being 22% smaller. Figure 2 (b) compares the edge cut as reported by each partitioning heuristic to the real data transfer cost of the final application. It can be seen that in the hypergraph case, the edge cut approximates the real transfer cost much better. We can therefore conclude that hypergraphs are better suited to model data dependencies in this application domain.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We engineered the first n-level algorithm for the acyclic hypergraph partitioning problem. Based on this, we engineer a memetic algorithm to further reduce communication cost, as well as to improve scheduling makespan on embedded multiprocessor architectures. Experiments indicate that our algorithm outperforms previous algorithms that focus on the directed acyclic graph case which have previously been employed in the application domain. Moreover, the results indicate that our algorithm is the current state-of-the-art for the DAH case. Improvements stem from many places: first, using a multilevel scheme is better than using a single level algorithm; second, using n levels and a high-quality initial partitioning algorithm yields a significant advantage over previous algorithms that employ standard multilevel algorithms; and lastly employing a memetic strategy further improves solution quality. Lastly, we performed experiments that indicate that by using DAHs instead of DAGs yields the better model in the application domain. Important future work includes parallelization of our algorithm. B DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DAG PARTITIONING Table 3 : Detailed per instance results on the PolyBench benchmark set [54] . HOUKC refers to the algorithm developed by Herrmann et. al. [29] . mlDHGP + X refers to our algorithm with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP + X refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. For HOUKC, the Average column reports the better average from Table A.1  and Table A .2 in [29] and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs or the best edge cut reported in [29] , if that is lower (marked with a star). For mlDHGP + X, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours. For memDHGP + X, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. The Overall Best column shows the best cut found by any tool with the following identifiers: H: HOUKC [54] . HOUKC refers to the algorithm developed by Herrmann et. al. [29] . mlDHGP + X refers to our algorithm with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP + X refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. For HOUKC, the Average column reports the better average from Table A.1  and Table A .2 in [29] and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs or the best edge cut reported in [29] , if that is lower (marked with a star). For mlDHGP + X, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours. For memDHGP + X, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. The Overall Best column shows the best cut found by any tool with the following identifiers: H: HOUKC Table 5 : Detailed per instance results on the ISPD98 benchmark set [5] . HOUKC refers to the algorithm developed by Herrmann et. al. [29] . mlDHGP + X refers to our algorithm with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP + X refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP + X, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours. For memDHGP + X, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours.
A BENCHMARK INSTANCES
The Overall Best column shows the best cut found by any tool with the following identifiers: H: HOUKC, N: one of the new approaches. In general, lower is better. Table 6 : Detailed per instance results on the ISPD98 benchmark set [5] . HOUKC refers to the algorithm developed by Herrmann et. al. [29] . mlDHGP + X refers to our algorithm with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP + X refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with X as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP + X, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs and the Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours. For memDHGP + X, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours.
The Overall Best column shows the best cut found by any tool with the following identifiers: H: HOUKC, N: one of the new approaches. In general, lower is better. C DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DAH PARTITIONING Table 7 : Detailed per instance results on the PolyBench benchmark set [54] . mlDHGP refers to our algorithm with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs. For memDHGP, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. In general, lower is better. [54] . mlDHGP refers to our algorithm with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs. For memDHGP, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. In general, lower is better. mlDHGP memDHGP TopoOrderPartRB TopoOrderPartKWay Hypergraph K Average Best (8h) Average Best (8h) Table 9 : Detailed per instance results on the ISPD98 benchmark suite [5] . mlDHGP refers to our algorithm with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs. For memDHGP, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. In general, lower is better. [5] . mlDHGP refers to our algorithm with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning. memDHGP refers to our memetic algorithm that uses mlDHGP equiped with KaHyPar as undirected hypergraph partitioner for initial partitioning to build an initial population. The Best column reports the best edge cut found during 8 hours of individual runs. For mlDHGP, the Average column reports the average edge cut of 5 individual runs. For memDHGP, the Best column reports the best result found after running for 8 hours. In general, lower is better. 
